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ABSTRACT: 
The aim is to be create Time traveler Machine is 100% possible . Time traveler Machine is 100% possible - 

Researched by Mr.Satish Mahadeo Gore Based on F=Ma, E=Mc2, Shivpuran, ॐ=Mass,Energy=Mother 

Shakti, Vishnupuran 

Big bang created our universe in the partition of second divide by 80,00,000 times Nano second. 

1 Divine Nano is =300000  x 80,00,000 

1 second light speed should multiply by 80,00,000 

3,00,000 × 80,00,000=2,400,000,000,000 KM Big bang travels in one Nano second. 

Distance =Time × Speed ( Base ) 

1/80,00,000=1Nano second big bang time speed  

Distance =Time × speed 

Distance =Time × 1 big bang push in 1 micro second 

Nano Distance =Nano time ×Nano speed = 

1/80,00,000 × Nano Speed  

Distance = 1 second/80,00,000 
F=M ×a x a 

F=M × 1second × 1 second  

So 1 second/1 second =1 second  

Also 1 second × 1 second = 1second 

F/M=a ×a 

Here a=1second ×1second  

F=1,M=1  

So 1/1=1 and 1×1=1 

F=Force for 1 second  

M=Mass used for only one second  

Here F=M=a ×a 
1big force =1big Mass =a × a per second  

1second/80,00,000=1 Nano second 

E=Mc2 

E=M × 3,00,000 × 3,00,000 for 1 second Earth time 

E/M=3,00,000 × 3,00,000KM 

2E/M=C2 

3,00,000×3,00,000 

×3,00,000×3,00,000 

÷3,00,000×3,00,000 

=3,00,000×3,00,000=c2 

1/80,00,000=0.000000125 

1 second light travels 3,00,000KM 
1 second speed should multiply by 80,00,000 

3,00,000 × 80,00,000=2,400,000,000,000 KM Big bang travels in one Nano second. 

1 second Divine Distance =1 Nano second divide partition value x 3,00,000 

80,00,000 ×3,00,000 velocity of the light per second =2,400,000,000,000KM per second velocity of Matter 

spread while big bang to create the universe. 

Now 1 Divine second of the universe is 

2,400,000,000,000 KM per Earth second. 1 second of the Earth is 3,00,000 per Earth second. 

So Universe second is 80,00,000 times greater than Earth's second. 

Now F=M ×a ×a 

F=M × 2,400,000,000,000 × 2,400,000,000,000=5.76000000E+24= 

2,400,000,000,000 
× 2400,000,000,000 
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For our time Machine we are going to use Mass =3000KG  

Now F=3000× 

2,400,000,000,000 
× 2,400,000,000,000 

1 light years KM is  

9,460,800,000,000KM 

according to the Earth second time. 

3.942 divine seconds are equal to our Earth's light year.  

Means  

1 light year ÷divine second =3.942 Divine seconds  

9,460,800,000,000÷ 

2,400,000,000,000=3.942 Divine seconds  

So God's total 3.942 seconds are our 365 days year.  

Divine 1 second speed is universal 2,400,000,000,000KM per Divine The second on the Earth second/80,00,000 
1/80,00,000=0.000000125 Nano seconds 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Time traveler Machine is 100% possible - Researched by Mr.Satish Mahadeo Gore  

Based on F=Ma, E=Mc2, Shivpuran, ॐ=Mass, 

Energy=Mother Shakti, Vishnupuran 

( Copyright only for ISRO India government 2021) 

Warning: Please don't copy. 

Time traveler Machine is 100% possible - Researched by Mr.Satish Mahadeo Gore Teacher at Maharashtra 

Vidyalaya Bansarola.  

Big bang created our universe in the partition of second divide by 80,00,000 times Nano second. 
1 Divine Nano is =300000x80,00,000 

1 second light speed should multiply by 80,00,000 

3,00,000 × 80,00,000=2,400,000,000,000 KM Big bang travels in one Nano second. 

Distance =Time × Speed ( Base ) 

1/80,00,000=1Nano second big bang time speed  

Distance =Time × speed 

Distance =Time × 1 big bang push in 1 micro second 

Nano Distance =Nano time ×Nano speed = 

1/80,00,000 = Nano Speed Distance  

Distance = 1 second/80,00,000 

F=M ×a x a 
F=M × 1second × 1 second  

So 1 second/1 second =1 second  

Also 1 second × 1 second = 1second 

F/M=a ×a 

Here a=1second ×1second  

F=1,M=1  

So 1/1=1 and 1×1=1 

F=Force for 1 second  

M=Mass used for only one second  

Here F=M=a ×a 

1big force =1big Mass =a × a per second  

1second/80,00,000=1 Nano second 
E=Mc2 

E=M × 3,00,000 × 3,00,000 for 1 second Earth time 

E/M=3,00,000 × 3,00,000KM 

2E/M=C2 

3,00,000×3,00,000 

×3,00,000×3,00,000 

÷3,00,000×3,00,000 
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=3,00,000×3,00,000=c2 

1/80,00,000=0.000000125 

1 second light travels 3,00,000KM 
300000KM/80,00,000KM=0.0375KM Nano Distance 

Light speed per second in KM/8000000 Nano seconds=0.0375KM Nano Distance 

1 second speed should multiply by 80,00,000 to get big bang speed in KM 

3,00,000 × 80,00,000=2,400,000,000,000 KM Big bang travels in one 1 second. 

1 second Divine Distance =1 Nano second divide partition value x 3,00,000 

80,00,000 ×3,00,000 velocity of the light per second =2,400,000,000,000KM per second velocity of Matter 

spread while big bang to create the universe. 

Now 1 Divine second of the universe is  

2,400,000,000,000 KM per Earth second as on the earth that is 300000KM per Earth second. 

So Universe second is 80,00,000 times greater than Earth's second. 

Now F=M ×a ×a 
F=M × 2,400,000,000,000 × 2,400,000,000,000=5.76000000E+24= 

2,400,000,000,000 

× 2400,000,000,000 

For our time Machine we are going to use Mass =3000KG  

Now F=3000× 

2,400,000,000,000 

× 2,400,000,000,000 

1 light years KM is  

9,460,800,000,000KM 

according to the Earth second time. 

3.942 divine seconds are equal to our Earth's light year.  

Means  
1 light year ÷divine second =3.942 Divine seconds  

9,460,800,000,000÷ 

2,400,000,000,000=3.942 Divine seconds  

So God's total 3.942 seconds are our 365 days year.  

Divine 1 second speed is universal 2,400,000,000,000KM per Divine The second on the Earth second/80,00,000 

1/80,00,000=0.000000125 Nano seconds 

Now  

Divine minute =60× 

2,400,000,000,000KM 

per 1 Divine second 

Divine 1 hour = 
60× 

60× 

2,400,000,000,000 

per 1 Divine second 

Divine day =24×60×60 

× 2400,000,000,000 KM per 1 Divine second 

Divine year =365× 24×60×60× 

2,400,000,000,000 KM per 1 Divine second 

Now the Earth's  

Minute  

=60×300,000 

Earth's 1 hour  
=60×60×300,000 

Earth's 1 day  

=24×60×60×300,000 

Earth's 1 year  

=365×24×60×60 

×300000=9,460,800,000,000KM = 1 Light year. 

Within 3.942 Divine seconds We can travel in the space 1 light year in 3.942 Earth's second also. 

3.942 Earth's seconds are = to 3.942 Divine seconds but Earth's speed is Light 3,00,000 KM per second. Divine 

seconds speed is fulfilled with 80,00,000 Micro seconds Speed of 3.942 seconds is 2,400,000,000,000 KM per 

Micro seconds. 
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We should one big bang Force in the rocket=3000KG Time Machine x 2,400,000,000,000 KM x 

2,400,000,000,000 KM per Micro second  

( 5.76000000E+24= 
2,400,000,000,000 

× 2400,000,000,000 KM per 1 Divine second 

Now E=Mc2 

E=1 M=1 C=1 

So 1=1 x 1 x1=1 

Now E= Force M=M c=a 

Now E=F=3000x(c=a)2 

Now E=F=3000x(c=a)2 

Now E=F=3000 x c2 

Now E=F=3000 x 2,400,000,000,000 KM x 2,400,000,000,000 KM 

 
Now big push/bang to Time Machine for 3000KG =E=F= 

M (3000 KG) x (a x a) E=Mc2 

F=3000 x 2,400,000,000,000 KM x 2,400,000,000,000 KM 

Time Machine 1 Nano Second big bang rocket balanced push ( F)= 

3000KG x 2,400,000,000,000 KM x 2,400,000,000,000 KM 

You can change of the Mass of your Time traveler Machine .  

Most important: You can make your own human being globe as the time traveler Machine . Balanced energy as 

a flue. Water recycling tools. Food production system. Soil and oxygen recycling system. Life management 

system. With the best human being environment. 

On the top of time traveler Machine does not affect the gravitational force of the planets . The request by the 

Indian government to create the time traveler Machine .The speed can be reduced as little as and as much as 

desired. Only India can take the full space.  
The best Qualities to soft land the time traveler Machine at every 

planet in the universe.--- 

India's First Time traveler Machine is 100% possible- anti gravity 10 D technology soft Lander Researched by 

Mr.Satish Gore Sir 

India First-Advanced anti gravity functional Lander system-The time traveler Machine  

1) First Indian anti gravity technology the time traveler Machine will have ten master rockets in the interior. 

This will be used to speed up the speed of the rocket and speed slow of the Lander. 

2) No gravitational force will be adversely affected on the head of the soft Lander. 

3) The speed of the space ship can be 2 meters per second 

4) We can create and reduce antigravity force by using 10 D rockets system. 

5) We can control the speed of spacecraft and change its direction at any direction at any time. 
6) Use automatic computers and robots command system .Radar system. Video telecast system. The first Indian 

Gravity Controller - Anti gravity 

The laws of an Anti gravity of Satish Mahadeo Gore- 

1) The first rule of Satish Mahadeo Gore gravitational force is to keep the force of the moving object in the 

opposite direction in order to control the speed of any moving object. 

2) The second law of gravity controller Anti gravity of Satish Mahadeo Gore 

The force should be increased in the opposite direction given to increase the speed. You can do more with the 

force of the direction of the original direction. The speed can be controlled. 

3) The third law of gravity controller of Satish Mahadeo Gore. The gravitational force works as well. The 

opposite gravitational force also works. The law of stability - by conquering gravity by anti gravity, applied the 

same force over an object in ten directions, the object remains constant in the sky ..Basis Newton's theory of 

gravity. F = ma 
First Indian anti gravity the time traveler Machine Soft Lander system The first Indian Gravity Controller – The 

law of Anti gravity-Researched by Mr.Satish Mahadeo Gore The law of anti gravity –Changing Directions and 

Soft lender’s speed at any time automatic base If a soft Lander is going east with a force of ten, it will move east 

to force it to move west. Twenty rockets should be activated. 20-10 = 10 Now this same soft Lander will have to 

travel west with a force of 10 instead of east. Rockets west of this soft Lander were operated by ten forces. If 

they are slowing down the west side. 

Example-If a soft Lander goes east with a force of ten, 

forcing it to move west Twenty forcing rockets should be 

activated. 20-10 = 10 Now the same soft Lander will have to 

travel west with a force of 10 instead of east.0-0 = 0, 1-1 = 
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0, 2-2 = 0, 3-3 = 0 4-4 = 0, 5-5 = 0,6-6 = 0,7-7 = 0.8-8 = 0,9- 

9 = 0,10-10 = 0 0 is the constant of speed at this point .— 

NEUTRAL ( The law of stability) 
Gravity effects on every object around the planet about 

limited distance. 

(Earth gravity) 9.8/1.62 (Moon gravity)=6.049282716 

To prove E=mc2 

Let's create a new formula 

NP=c2Xg 

Earth NP=300000X300000X9.8=882,000,000,000 

Moon NP=300000X300000X1.62=145,800,000 

882,000,000,000÷145,800,000=6.049382716 is 6 times 

gravity more than moon. 

So E=mc2 is 100% correct. 
Let's fix anti gravity power pointers of the soft lander 

On earth anti gravity point must create greater than 9.8 .On 

moon anti gravity point must greater than 1.62 

Research Of Albert Einstein E=mc2 is 100% right solved 

with NPAF=c2Xg early researched by Mr.Satish Gore Sir 

India 

To prove E=mc2 

Let's create a new formula 

NPAF=c2Xg hear g=gravity of any mass/planet/star 

(Replace and compare ) Newton Power Attraction 

Force=NPAF 

The Earth NPAF=300000X300000X9.8=882,000,000,000 
Moon NPAF=300000X300000X1.62=145,800,000 

882,000,000,000÷145,800,000=6.049382716 is 6 times 

gravity more than moon. 

So E=mc2 is 100% correct. 

Let's fix anti gravity power pointers of the soft Lander 

On earth anti gravity point must create greater than 9.8 .On 

moon anti gravity point must greater than 1.62 

The Sun compares with The earth about gravity 

The Sun’s gravity is= 274 m/s² The Earth’s gravity is=9.80 

The Sun’s Newton Power Attraction Force 274÷ 9.8 The 

Earth’s Newton Power Attraction Force =27.959186735 is 
greater than the Earth 

Let’s prove E=mc2 

With a new formula 

NPAF=c2Xg researched by Mr. Satish Gore 

Sun’s Newton Power= 

c2Xg=300000X300000X274=24,660,000,000,000 

Earth’s Newton Power Attraction Force = 

c2Xg=300000X300000X9.80=882,000,000,000 

Now Sun’s Newton Power Attraction Force ÷Earth’s 

Newton Power Attraction Force 

Power=24,660,000,000,000÷882,000,000,000=27.95911836 

735 is greater than the Earth 
Sun’s gravity 274 ÷ Earth’s gravity 9.80 

274÷9.8=27.95911836735= Sun’s Newton Power Attraction 

Force ÷Earth’s Newton Power Attraction Force 

=24,660,000,000,000÷882,000,000,000=27.95911836735 is 

equal 

Lets create another Formula – 

Greater Planet gravity ÷Smaller Planet gravity=Grater planet 

NPAF=c2Xg÷ Smaller Planet NPAF=c2Xg Newton Power 

Attraction Force=NPAF 

c2=300000 X 300000 hear c2 is speed of light per second 
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KM 

You can compare this with each mass in the universe. So 

E=mc2 the equation of Albert Einstein is the 
Universal truth and supported by new researched formula 

NPAF=c2Xg 

Distance=speed X time 

As you slow the speed of the soft 

Lander speed will be 2m/s2 by Mr.Satish Gore Sir. 

Method-speed types-slow-slower-faster-fastest-fastest-slower-slow-soft landing. 

10D-1.East,2.West,3.South,4.North,5.South- East, 6.South -West,  

7.North- East 8.North- West 9.Up 10.Down 

 

 
 

II. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  : 
Time traveler Machine is 100% possible - Researched by Mr.Satish Mahadeo Gore  

Based on F=Ma, E=Mc2, Shivpuran, ॐ=Mass, 

according to the Earth second time. 

3.942 divine seconds are equal to our Earth's light year.  

Means  

1 light year ÷divine second =3.942 Divine seconds  

9,460,800,000,000÷ 

2,400,000,000,000=3.942 Divine seconds  

So God's total 3.942 seconds are our 365 days year.  

Divine 1 second speed is universal 2,400,000,000,000KM per Divine The second on the Earth second/80,00,000 

1/80,00,000=0.000000125 Nano seconds 

Now  

Divine minute =60× 

2,400,000,000,000KM per  
Divine 1 hour = 
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60× 

60× 

2,400,000,000,000 1 Divine second 
Divine day =24×60×60× 

2,400,000,000,000 

Divine year =365× 24×60×60× 

2,400,000,000,000 

Now the Earth's  

Minute  

=60×300,000 

Earth's 1 hour  

=60×60×300,000 

Earth's 1 day  

=24×60×60×300,000 
Earth's 1 year  

=365×24×60×60 

×300000 

Within 3.942 Divine seconds We can travel in the space 1 light year in 3.942 Earth's second also. 

3.942 Earth's seconds are = to 3.942 Divine seconds but Earth's speed is Light 3,00,000 KM per second. Divine 

seconds speed is fulfilled with 80,00,000 Micro seconds Speed of 3.942 seconds is 2,400,000,000,000 KM per 

Micro seconds. 

We should one big bang Force in the rocket=3000KG Time Machine x 2,400,000,000,000 KM x 

2,400,000,000,000 KM per Micro second . 

 

III. CONCLUSION : 
It was observed that Time traveler Machine is 100% possible - Researched by Mr.Satish Mahadeo Gore  

Big bang created our universe in the partition of second divide by 80,00,000 times Nano second. 

Within 3.942 Divine seconds We can travel in the space 1 light year in 3.942 Earth's second also. 

3.942 Earth's seconds are = to 3.942 Divine seconds but Earth's speed is Light 3,00,000 KM per second. Divine 

seconds speed is fulfilled with 80,00,000 Micro seconds Speed of 3.942 seconds is 2,400,000,000,000 KM per 

Micro seconds. 

We should one big bang Force in the rocket=3000KG Time Machine x 2,400,000,000,000 KM x 

2,400,000,000,000 KM per Micro second . 
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